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1 tree planted for every order
1% for the Planet 
Earth says thanks.


Read information & FAQs about Three broadband. 
Enter your postcode to see what's available in your area.
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Three Broadband
Three Home Broadband is a mobile service offering a convenient means to access the internet via a 4G or 5G network, occasionally referred to as 'Home-Fi'. With this service, there's no requirement for a landline, or fibre cable to the property, thus eliminating any additional line rental expenses. Moreover, you can avoid the inconvenience of waiting for an engineer. Upon subscription, you'll receive either a 4G or 5G Home Hub by mail, depending on your selected package. 

Three 5G coverage
The Three 5G network has more coverage than any other UK network and is also the fastest according to Ookla in 2023. However, there are still large areas of the UK not yet covered by 5G, so you should utilise the coverage checker before buying.  
Three customer service
From a Three phone: 500
From any other phone: 0333 338 1003
From abroad (standard roaming rates apply): +44 7782 333 500
Three 5G broadband
The Three home broadband 5G hub delivers lightning-fast speeds tailored for seamless remote work experiences. Average download speeds reach 150Mbps and they offer unlimited data without the need for a landline or engineer visit. The plug-and-play setup means relatively hassle-free installation and you can choose from flexible contract options ranging from 1 to 24 months.
FAQs
Can I get Three 5G home broadband?
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The 5G network is second to none in the UK but there are still large areas not yet 5G ready. To ensure that you're able to get 5G where you are, utilise the coverage checker. 


Do I need a landline for Three home broadband?
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No, their home broadband utilises the 4G and 5G mobile networks to provide a hub for your home broadband. There is no need for an engineer installation or a landline to the property. 


Is there a setup fee for Three home broadband?
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If you choose a 4G or 5G hub then there is no setup cost. If you choose a pay as you go broadband contract then an upfront fee will be required.
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